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Preface

I began studying the *Tabulae Iliacae* more than a decade ago, when I first encountered a black-and-white image of the *Tabula Iliaca Capitolina* and began poring over the version of Homer’s *Iliad* and the fall of Troy that it unfolded through an intricate configuration of image and text. My work is still animated by a sense of fascination with the tablets, and by a desire to vindicate the interest and complexity of the stories they have to offer. Gratifyingly enough, I am not the only one who in recent years has been taking a second look at the *Tabulae Iliacae*. As I finished my own dissertation on the tablets in 2006, I became aware of the monograph by Nina Valenzuela Montenegro, which sets the study of the images and social context of the tablets on a new footing. And when my manuscript for the present book was substantially complete, I learned that Michael Squire was about to put out a new treatment of the *Tabulae*, one that builds on his earlier work with image and text in the ancient world. Though Squire and I naturally cover some of the same ground, our books are independent and, I hope, complementary: objects as rich as the *Tabulae Iliacae* only benefit from having different types of questions asked of them and being observed from different points of view.

I have been helped along the way by many people and institutions. The American Academy in Rome with its community of scholars and artists provided an ideal environment in which to complete my dissertation. A stipend from the National Endowment for the Humanities and a summer residency at the University of Cincinnati as a Tytus Fellow allowed me to develop the project further, and it was as a member of the Institute for Advanced Study that I revised the manuscript with the benefit of incomparable library resources, and a group of incredibly generous colleagues. A fellowship from the National Endowment for the Humanities helped to make that sabbatical possible.

I owe a considerable debt to the staff and directors of the museums where the tablets are held, for indulging my protracted viewing sessions and being willing to put up with repeat visits. I would like to thank Joan Mertens of the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York; Mathilde Broustet of the
Bibliothèque Nationale in Paris; and Elena Bianca Di Gioia, Marina Mattei, and Daniela Velestino of the Capitoline Museum in Rome. My especial gratitude goes to Michel Amandry, director at the Cabinet des Médailles of the Bibliothèque Nationale, for allowing me both to photograph the tablets there and to use the photos in this book.

Kathleen Coleman, Gloria Ferrari, and Richard Thomas guided my work at the dissertation stage, and thereafter. I have benefited from the support and advice of Rebecca Beneﬁel, Bettina Bergmann, Farouk Grewing, Peter Holliday, Franco Mondini-Ruiz, and too many others to mention. Michael Squire read the entire book in manuscript and oﬀered invaluable comments that have saved me from gaffes and never failed to be illuminating. I also thank Jaś Elsner and an anonymous reader for many helpful suggestions. The errors that remain after all this belong to me.

My sister Emily, my parents Ovila and Diane, and my grandmother Marguerite Vaillancourt encouraged me when I needed it: their support means the world to me. And without Leo Coleman, ﬁnally, I could never have ﬁnished. He’s not responsible for the errors that remain either, but whatever good there is in the following pages, he has a hand in it.
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